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DEMI DRESSAGE – “UNICORN WATERFALL” 

 

Our Unicorn Waterfall tests are based on three-loop serpentines. Serpentines are a good exercise for 
improving suppleness in your pony, and fun for young riders to ride! Many people call them snakes, but we’ve 
gone all out with a magical unicorn theme for these tests, and your serpentine has become a mystical, free-

flowing waterfall over two ‘bridges’ made by pairs of poles to help guide your young riders to make the 
correct size loops. For this test you will need four poles laid out as below: 

 

Two pairs of poles (indicated 
as the orange lines), set at a 
distance suitable for your 
pony to comfortably trot 
over. 

Measure carefully or your 
serpentine loops won’t be 
even! A dressage arena is 
40m long, so each loop of the 
serpentine (marked by the 
yellow line) should be 13.3m 

Note the correct position of 
the dressage markers 
particularly on the long sides 
– the corner markers F, K, H 
and M are 6m in from the 
corners. E and B are halfway 
down the long sides (20m 
from either corner, or 14m 
from each corner letter) 

The letters G, X and D are 
NOT marked in any way! 

Beautiful Special rosette to “Best Unicorn” fancy dress in each class! 
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The GREEN ‘Unicorn Waterfall’ Test (Green level test – walk only. May be ridden on or off 
the Lead Rein) 

1. Enter at A in walk, and proceed down the centre line over both sets of poles to C.  
2. At C track left. C-H-E walk. 
3. At E, ride a 10m half circle left onto the centre line at X.  
4. At X, ride a 10m half circle right to B. B-F-A walk. 
5. At A, ride a three-loop serpentine using the pole ‘bridges’ as guides, finishing at C. C-M-B-F-A walk 
6. At A, turn onto the centre line and proceed in walk over the first set of poles. 
7. At X, halt and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position (security and correctness) 

  Rider’s Effectiveness (showing independent use of aids)    

Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

 

 

The YELLOW ‘Unicorn Waterfall’ Test (Yellow level test – walk and simple trot. May be 
ridden on or off Lead Rein) 

1. Enter at A in walk, and proceed down the centre line over both sets of poles to C. At C track left. 
2. Between C and H transition to trot. H-E-K trot. 
3. Between K and A transition to walk. 
4. At A, ride a three-loop serpentine using the pole ‘bridges’ as guides, finishing at C. C-H-E walk 
5. At E, ride a 10m half circle left to X. 
6. At X, ride a 10m half circle right to B. B-F walk. 
7. Between F and A transition to trot. A-K-E-H-C trot. 
8. Between C and M transition to walk. M-B-F-A walk 
9. At A, turn onto the centre line and proceed in walk over the first set of poles. 
10. At X, halt and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 
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The YELLOW-PLUS ‘Unicorn Waterfall’ Test (Yellow-Plus level test – extended walk and trot) 

1. Enter at A in trot, and proceed down the centre line over both sets of poles. At C track left.                              
C-H-E-K-A trot. 

2. At A, ride a three-loop serpentine using the pole ‘bridges’ as guides, finishing at C. 
3. Between C and H transition to walk. H-E walk. 
4. At E, ride a 10m half circle left to X. 
5. At X, ride a 10m half circle right to B. B-F walk. 
6. At F, transition to trot. F-A trot.  
7. At A, ride a three-loop serpentine using the pole ‘bridges’ as guides, finishing at C. C-M-B-F trot. 
8. Between F and A, transition to walk. A-K walk. 
9. At K, change the rein to M, allowing your pony to take a longer rein. At M re-take your reins. M-C walk. 
10. Between C and H, transition to trot. At H, change the rein to F in trot. F-A trot. 
11. At A, turn down the centre line and proceed in trot over the first set of poles. 
12. At X, halt (can be progressive) and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 
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The BLUE ‘Unicorn Waterfall’ Test (Blue level test – walk, trot and simple canter) 

1. Enter at A in trot, and proceed down the centre line over both sets of poles. At C track left.                
C-H-E-K-A trot. 

2. At A, ride a three-loop serpentine using the pole ‘bridges’ as guides, finishing at C. 
3. Between C and H transition to canter left. H-E-K canter. 
4. Between K and A transition to trot. A-F trot. 
5. At F, transition to walk. F-B walk.  
6. At B, ride a 10m half circle left to X 
7. At X, ride a 10m half circle right to E. E-H walk 
8. At H, transition to trot. H-C trot, and at C ride a three-loop serpentine using the pole ‘bridges’ as 

guides, finishing at A. 
9. Between A and K transition to canter right. K-E-H canter.  
10. Between H and C transition to trot. C-M-B-F trot. 
11. At F, transition to walk. F-K walk. 
12. At K, change the rein to M, allowing your pony to take a longer rein. At M re-take your reins. M-C walk. 
13. Between C and H, transition to trot. At H, change the rein to F in trot. F-A trot. 
14. At A, turn down the centre line and proceed in trot over the first set of poles. 
15. At X, halt (can be progressive) and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 
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The RED ‘Unicorn Waterfall’ Test (Red level test – walk, trot and canter) 

1. Enter at A in trot, and proceed down the centre line over both sets of poles. At C track left.                
C-H-E-K-A trot. 

2. At A, ride a three-loop serpentine using the pole ‘bridges’ as guides, finishing at C. 
3. Between C and H transition to canter left. H-E canter. 
4. At E, ride a 20m circle* in canter left. E-K canter. 
5. Between K and A transition to trot. A-F trot. 
6. At F, transition to walk. F-B walk.  
7. At B, ride a 10m half circle left to X. At X, ride a 10m half circle right to E. E-H walk 
8. At H, transition to trot. H-C trot, and at C ride a three-loop serpentine using the pole ‘bridges’ as 

guides, finishing at A. 
9. Between A and K transition to canter right. K-E canter.  
10. At E, ride a 20m circle* in canter right. E-H canter. 
11. Between H and C transition to trot. C-M-B-F trot. 
12. At F, transition to walk. F-K walk. 
13. At K, change the rein to M, allowing your pony to take a longer rein. At M re-take your reins. M-C walk. 
14. Between C and H, transition to trot. At H, change the rein to F in trot. F-A trot. 
15. At A, turn down the centre line and proceed in trot over the first set of poles. 
16. At X, halt (can be progressive) and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

*Note that a 20m circle at E will go around the outside of both pole ‘bridges’ on the centre line 

Collectives:  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces  

  Pony’s Relaxation and Suppleness  

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

Rider’s Position and Seat (balance, straightness, and correctness) 

Rider’s Results (correct and effective use of the aids, accuracy of movements) 

 


